
Formal Conept Analysis on its Wayfrom Mathematis to Computer SieneGerd StummeInstitut f�ur Angewandte Informatik und Formale Beshreibungsverfahren AIFB,Universit�at Karlsruhe, D{76128 Karlsruhe, Germanywww.aifb.uni-karlsruhe.de/WBS/gst; stumme�aifb.uni-karlsruhe.deAbstrat. In the last years, the main orientation of Formal ConeptAnalysis (FCA) has turned from mathematis towards omputer siene.This artile provides a review of this new orientation and analyzes whyand how FCA and omputer siene attrated eah other. It disussesFCA as a knowledge representation formalism using �ve knowledge rep-resentation priniples provided by Davis, Shrobe, and Szolovits [15℄. Itthen studies how and why mathematis-based researhers got attratedby omputer siene. We will argue for ontinuing this trend by integrat-ing the two researh areas FCA and Ontology Engineering.1 IntrodutionFormal Conept Analysis (FCA) has observed a major hange of orientation inthe last years. Having been introdued as a mathematization of the onept of`onept' in the early 1980ies, its main orientation has turned from mathematistowards omputer siene during the last ten years: ten years ago, virtually allFCA papers were given at mathematis onferenes, while nowadays they aregiven almost exlusively at onferenes related to omputer siene. FCA is nowonsidered as the mathematial bakbone of Coneptual Knowledge Proessing(CKP), a theory loated in omputer siene, having as task to provide methodsand tools for human{oriented, onept{based knowledge proessing. Seven yearsafter the �rst FCA papers presented at an ICCS onferene, it is time to reviewthis trend.In this paper, the hange of orientation will be reviewed from a subjetivepoint of view. During his stay at the Department of Mathematis at Darm-stadt University of Tehnology and at omputer siene groups at Blaise PasalUniversity, Clermont-Ferrand, and the University of Karlsruhe, the author hasobserved and also atively shaped this new orientation. It will be analyzed whyFCA beame attrative as a knowledge representation method for omputer si-ene, and why omputer siene beame attrative for researhers working onFCA. We start with the analysis of why FCA is a suitable knowledge represen-tation formalism, based on the artile \What is a knowledge representation?"by R. Davis, H. Shrobe, and P. Szolovits [15℄.Having analyzed the attrativeness of FCA as a knowledge representationmethod for omputer siene, we will disuss why omputer siene beame



attrative for researhers working on FCA; and how FCA found a new home inomputer siene. The new home is Coneptual Knowledge Proessing. Its aimis to provide methods and tools for aquiring, reasoning with, and representingknowledge, and for making it available to human ommuniation. Currently,two main researh trends an be distinguished in CKP: Contextual Logi andConeptual Knowledge Disovery. We will disuss these two researh trends, witha fous on the latter.Setion 2 provides a disussion about knowledge representation with FCAaording to the priniples given in [15℄. In Setion 3 we review the hangeof orientation of FCA towards omputer siene. Its extension to ConeptualKnowledge Proessing and Disovery is the topi of Setion 4. Setion 5 onludesthe artile.2 Knowledge Representation with Formal ConeptAnalysisThe onvergene of FCA with omputer siene demands for a disussion abouttheir relationships. In [85, 84, 69, 41, 31, 83℄, several aspets of this relationshiphave been studied. In this paper we take up the disussion. In [15℄, R. Davis,H. Shrobe, and P. Szolovits studied the question \What is a knowledge rep-resentation?" They provided �ve priniples a knowledge representation shouldfollow. We will use these priniples to \haraterize and make expliit the `spirit'of [Formal Conept Analysis℄, the important set of ideas and inspirations thatlie behind [. . . ℄ the onrete mahinery used to implement the representation."[15℄. Aording to the authors, a knowledge representation is (i) a medium ofhuman expression, (ii) a set of ontologial ommitments, (iii) a surrogate, (iv) afragmentary theory of intelligent reasoning, and (v) a medium for pragmatiallyeÆient omputation.1 The authors laim that these priniples o�er a frameworkfor making expliit the `spirit' of a representation, and the way it emphasizeson one or more of them haraterizes the fundamental `mindset' of the repre-sentation. Eah knowledge representation formalism is in some way a trade-o�between these priniples. We will use these �ve riteria for disussing the role ofFCA as knowledge representation method.It will turn out that the �rst three priniples (espeially the �rst one) havebeen the driving fores for the development of FCA, while interest on the lasttwo priniples | although not ompletely absent at the beginning (see for in-stane knowledge aquisition with attribute exploration, impliational theories,and eÆient omputation of onept latties [20℄) | inreased during the hangeof orientation of FCA towards omputer siene.1 Davis et al disuss these priniples in the order 3{2{4{5{1. Here we reorder them tofollow more losely the historial development of FCA.



2.1 FCA as a medium of human expression\Knowledge representations are [. . . ℄ the medium of expression and ommuni-ation in whih we tell the mahine (and perhaps one another) about the world.[. . . ℄ Knowledge representation is thus a medium of expression and ommunia-tion for the use by us" [15℄. In other words: \A representation is the languagein whih we ommuniate, hene we must be able to speak it without heroie�ort".This observation has always been predominant for the development of theoryfor and appliations of FCA, as the strong emphasis on its philosophial rootsshows. When introduing FCA in [74℄, R. Wille's purpose was to restruture lat-tie theory: \Restruturing lattie theory is understood as an attempt to unfoldlattie-theoretial onepts, results, and methods in a ontinuous relationshipwith their surroundings [. . . ℄. One basi aim is to promote better ommunia-tion between lattie theorists and potential users of lattie theory" [74, pp. 447℄.The program of restruturing lattie theory followed a programmati disussionabout the role of sienes in our soiety by H. von Hentig [29℄. Hentig requeststhat the sienes \unover their non-intended aims, delare their intended aims,selet and adjust their means aording to those aims, disuss openly and un-derstandably their justi�ations, expetations, and possible onsequenes, andtherefore disseminate their means of researh and results in ommon language"[29, pp. 136 f; translated by the author℄. As appliation, Wille referred to theroots of the lattie idea, namely hierarhies of onepts, whih played an im-portant role in attempts to formalize logi [50℄. Wille disusses in his visionaryartile \how parts of arithmeti, struture and representation theory of lattiesmay be developed out of problems and questions whih our within the analysisof ontexts and their hierarhies of onepts" [74, pp. 448℄.A seond philosphial foundation of FCA is the pragmati philosophy ofCh. S. Peire [42℄, and the Theory of Communiative Ation of J. Habermas [26℄(f. [78, 81℄). Peire onsiders knowledge as always inomplete, formed and on-tinuously assured by human disourse. J. Habermas took up these ideas in hisTheory of Communiative Ation where he emphasizes on the importane of theinter-subjetive ommunity of ommuniation. He observes that humans operatein argumentative dispute on the normative basis of pratial-ethial rules. Evenin sienti� statements (i. e., in assertions), one tries to onvine the listenerand expets agreement or ounter-arguments. Hene even in these apparentlyobjetive domains the ethial norms of equality and aeptane are thus present(f. [32, p. 338℄). Following this line of argumentation, the task for theories for-malizing aspets of knowledge is thus to provide means for rational ommunia-tion. The observation that this understanding onits with the widely aeptedview of mathematis as a means for mehanisti problem solving was ertainlyone of the main reasons for the hange of orientation of FCA towards om-puter siene, where human({omputer) interation is onsidered as a researhtopi on its own (although large parts of omputer siene also follow a rathermehanisti view).



2.2 The ontologial ommitment of FCAKnowledge Representation \is a set of ontologial ommitments, i. e., an answerto the following question: In what terms should I think about the world? [. . . ℄ Inseleting any representation, we are [. . . ℄ making a set of deisions about how andwhat to see in the world. [. . . ℄ We (and our reasoning mahines) need guidanein deiding what in the world to attend to and what to ignore" [15℄. FormalConept Analysis formalizes the onepts onept, onept extension, oneptintension, and oneptual hierarhy. We disuss this ontologial ommitment ofFCA along two lines: a de�nition of onept given in a philosophial lexion, andthe international standard ISO 704.Conept. A onept is the most basi unit of thought, in ontrast tojudgment and onlusion, whih are forms of thought omposed of on-epts. While a judgment makes an assertion about an issue, a oneptis a notional, i. e., abstrat{mental, representation of its `whatness'; itaptures an objet based on `what' it is, without already making an asser-tion about it. [. . . ℄ For eah onept one distinguishes its intension andextension. The intension of a onept omprises all attributes thoughtwith it, the extension omprises all objets for whih the onept an beprediated. In general, the riher the intension of a onept is, the lesseris its extension, and vie versa. [10, p. 39f; translated by the author℄This lexion entry reets a predominant understanding of onepts as being themost basi units of thought, based on whih more omplex entities of thought |i. e., judgments and onlusions | an be built. This understanding has grownduring enturies from Greek philosophy to late Sholasti and has been stated inmodern terms in the 17th entury in the Logi of Port Royal [2℄. It is nowadaysestablished in the standard ISO704 [33℄. The de�nition of formal onepts inFCA follows losely this understanding. It expliitly formalizes extension andintension of a onept, their mutual relationships, and the fat that inreasingintent implies dereasing extent and vie versa. The formalization of oneptsby FCA follows thus a long philosophial tradition.The standard ISO 704 distinguishes three levels: objet level, onept level,and representation level (see Figure 1). There is no immediate relationship be-tween objets and names. This relationship is rather provided by onepts. Onthe onept level, the objets under disussion onstitute the extension of theonept, while their shared properties onstitute the intension of the onept.On the representation level, a onept is spei�ed by a de�nition and is referredto by a name.2While other knowledge representation formalisms like Desription Logis orConeptual Graphs mainly fous on the representation level, the fous of FCAis on the onept level. In fat, the de�nition of formal onepts follows losely2 After a disussion of the three levels, ISO 704 provides an overview over naming andde�nition priniples, and provides quality riteria for them.
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Fig. 1. Objet level, onept level, and representation level aording to ISO 704the desription of that level in [33℄: formal onepts onsist of extension andintension (only), while onept names and de�nitions are not within the (ore)notions of FCA. Thus FCA should not be onsidered as ompeting with theother mehanisms, but rather as a omplement. There is reent work followingthis view, for instane in ombining FCA with Desription Logis (e. g., [3, 60,44, 47℄) or with Coneptual Graphs (e. g., [80, 48℄, see also [41℄) leading to thedevelopment of Contextual Logi (see Setion 4.1).2.3 Formal ontexts and onepts as surrogates\Knowledge Representation is most fundamentally a surrogate, a substitute forthe thing itself, used to enable an entity to determine onsequenes by thinkingrather than ating, i. e., by reasoning about the world rather than taking ation init. [. . . ℄ Reasoning is a proess that goes on internally [of a person or program℄,while most things it wishes to reason about exist only externally. [. . . ℄ Thisunavoidable dihotomy is a fundamental rationale and role for a representation:it funtions as a surrogate inside the reasoner" [15℄. The authors emphasize that(human or mahine) reasoning annot deal diretly with objets in the world,but only with an internal substitute: the knowledge representation.The basi surrogates in FCA are formal ontexts and onept latties. Thenotion of formal ontexts follows the understanding that one an analyze andargue only in restrited ontexts, whih are always subjet to pre-knowledge andsoial onventions [80℄. In appliations, the transition from reality to the formalmodel (and bak) is made expliit by the use of formal ontexts; suh thatthis interfae between reality and model is always open to argumentation. Alsoformal onepts, being surrogates, only onsider seleted aspets of onepts,exluding for instane fuzzyness, prototypial onepts, modi�ation over time,and so forth. In order to overome some of the restritions, there have beendeveloped extensions of the formalism, for instane allowing for fuzzy onepts[43℄ or more expressive intensional desriptions of onepts [44, 47℄.



2.4 FCA as fragmentary theory of intelligent reasoningKnowledge Representation \is a fragmentary theory of intelligent reasoning, ex-pressed in terms of three omponents: (i) the representation's fundamental on-eption of intelligent reasoning; (ii) the set of inferenes the representation san-tions ; and (iii) the set of inferenes it reommends. [. . . ℄ The initial oneptionof a representation is typially motivated by some insight indiating how peoplereason intelligently, or by some belief about what it means to reason intelli-gently at all" [15℄. The authors onsider �ve �elds whih have provided notionsof what onstitutes intelligent reasoning: mathematial logi (e. g., Prolog), psy-hology (e. g., frames), biology (e. g., neural networks), statistis (e. g., bayesiannetworks), and eonomis (e. g., rational agents).As other knowledge representation formalisms, FCA is opposed to the logistibelief that reasoning intelligently neessarily means reasoning in the fashion de-�ned by �rst-order logi. The roots of FCA are best desribed in a philosophialview (whih is lose to what Davis et al desribe as \psyhologial view"). It em-phasizes on inter-subjetive ommuniation and argumentation, as disussed inSetion 2.1. Thus | in ontrast to other formalisms | FCA as suh (i. e., with-out its extension to CKP, espeially to Contextual Logi) refers the reasoning tothe human user who is able to involve ommon sense, soial onventions, views,and purposes. One of the foremost aims of FCA has always been to supporthuman thinking, ommuniation, and argumentation rather than mehanizingit. In [77, 81℄, Wille disusses the diversity in whih intelligent reasoning sup-ported by FCA takes plae through sets of real-world appliations. FCA in itsbasi form fouses on reasoning with onepts; its extension to Contextual Logialso provides a theory for reasoning about and with judgments and onlusions,inluding thus the triad onept{judgment{onlusion of lassial philosophiallogi (see Setion 4.1). Reasoning with onepts omprises for instane implia-tional theories [20, 73, 67℄, lauses [24℄, and hypothesis generation [21℄.2.5 EÆient omputation within FCAKnowledge Representation \is a medium for pragmatially eÆient omputation,i. e., the omputational environment in whih thinking is aomplished. One on-tribution to this pragmati eÆieny is supplied by the guidane a representationprovides for organizing information so as to failitate making the reommendedinferenes" [15℄. Davis et al stress the importane of having a desription of auseful way to organize information whih allows for suggesting reasoning meh-anisms and for failitating their exeution. Even though automati reasoning isless in the heart of FCA as it is in most other knowledge representation for-malisms, the question how to organize information is important for supportinghuman reasoning.In FCA, information is organized in latties. Latties provide a lear struturefor knowledge representation, whih most fundamentally omprises a partial or-der. Unlike other partial orders (e. g., trees), they allow for multiple inheritane,whih often supports a more strutured representation and failitates retrieval



of the stored information. Additionally, knowledge representation in latties isequivalent to apparently unrelated representations suh as impliations and lo-sure operators. This allows to transfer knowledge into multiple formats eah ofwhih is best �t to the atual task. Last but not least, (onept) latties areequipped with an algebrai struture (stemming from the existene of uniquegreatest ommon sub- and least ommon super-onepts, similar to greatestommon divisors and least ommon multiples for natural numbers) whih allowsfor omputation within the lattie struture. As mentioned in Setion 2.2, mostonept lattie onstrutions and deompositions have as ounterpart a ontextonstrution. As formal ontexts are only `logarithmi in size' ompared to theonept lattie, they an be seen as a medium of eÆient omputation.One an thus exploit the wealth of results of lattie theory for eÆient om-putation. For instane, properties of losure systems are used for omputing theonept lattie (e. g., [20, 68℄) and valid impliations (e. g., [20℄); and lattie on-strutions are used for the eÆient visualization by nested line diagrams (e. g.,[76, 59℄). Results from lattie theory have also been exploited for data miningtasks, for instane for oneptual lustering (e. g., [57, 40, 68℄), and for assoi-ation rule mining (e. g., [67℄). There is still a huge open sienti� potential inbringing together strutural{mathematial aspets (here espeially from FCA)and proedural{omputational aspets from omputer siene.Having disussed the attrativeness of FCA as a knowledge representationmethod for omputer siene, we will study in the next setion why and howmathematis-based FCA researhers got attrated by omputer siene.3 O� to New ShoresAs onepts are the most basi units of thought, it is not surprising that theybeame important building bloks in Arti�ial Intelligene (AI) researh. Theirappearane is prevailing in Knowledge Representation (e. g., in semanti net-works, oneptual graphs, desription logis), but they also appear for instanein Mahine Learning (e. g., in oneptual lustering, onept learning). All theseapproahes fous on other aspets of onepts, leading to di�erent formalizations.Formal Conept Analysis arose independently of the formalisms mentionedabove. Integrating several ideas from quite di�erent domains (e. g., [7, 4, 29, 16℄),FCA was introdued in 1979 by R. Wille as a mathematial theory, in orderto \restruture lattie theory", following Hentig's restruturing program (seeSetion 2.1). A onsequene of the aim of restruturing lattie theory was thatresearh in the early time of FCA (1980ies and early 1990ies) mainly fell intothree ategories: i) lattie theory (e. g., lattie onstrutions and deompositions[75℄), ii) qualitative data analysis (e. g., a generalized measurement theory [22℄),and iii) appliations (e. g., the analysis of surveys [36℄). Of ourse, algorithmsfor omputing onept latties also were an important topi (see for instane[20℄).Until the beginning of the 1990ies, the development in AI and in FCA went onalmost independently. By then, the mutual pereption inreased. For instane,



FCA researhers got in ontat with the knowledge aquisition ommunity, andAI researhers integrated FCA in their approahes (e. g., [12℄). As disussed inthe previous setion, FCA beame attrative as an AI knowledge representation,and (as we will see below), mathematiians working on FCA got interested inAI researh topis. This onvergene led to the aim to establish ConeptualKnowledge Proessing as an extension of FCA (see next setion). In 1993, theErnstShr�oderCenter for Coneptual Knowledge Proessing3 wasfounded in Darmstadt to support and aompany this development. Just a yearlater, NaviCon GmbH4 was founded, a spin-o� of Darmstadt University ofTehnology o�ering onsulting based on FCA methods and tools.The onvergene of FCA with omputer siene researh inreased signif-iantly by the series of International Conferenes on Coneptual Strutures(ICCS), where FCA beame a topi in 1995 [37, 58℄. This onferene series es-peially stimulated the development of Contextual Logi [79℄ (see Setion 4.1).From 1998 on, the use of FCA for Knowledge Disovery was disussed [69℄, andFCA was applied for improving the eÆieny of data mining algorithms [5℄. To-day, FCA is not only onsidered within AI, but also in other omputer sienedomains, as for instane in software engineering (e. g., [52℄) or database theory(e. g., [51℄). FCA papers are nowadays almost exlusively presented at omputersiene onferenes and in omputer siene journals. The foundation of the Re-searh Center for Coneptual Knowledge Proessing (FZBW)5 at DarmstadtUniversity of Tehnology in November 2000 also witnesses the ontinuous inter-est in this researh topi.One reason for the hange of orientation of FCA (and CKP) towards om-puter siene is ertainly that, in the eyes of the mathematial ommunity, lattietheory is an almost losed researh area, where almost all important problemshave been solved. Further open problems, for instane the development of goodlattie drawing algorithms, are not onsidered as genuine mathematial problemsby the majority of the mathematiians.A more important reason for the hange of orientation is the fat, that om-puter siene is | perhaps beause it is still a young disipline | in generalmuh more open-minded to disussions suh as Hentig's restruturing programthan mathematis is. The relationship and the interation between user andomputer is a researh domain in omputer siene for its own sake, and, moreimportant still, expetations and possible onsequenes of omputer siene aredisussed in publi.What are future diretions of Formal Conept Analysis? We onlude thissetion by relating Coneptual Knowledge Proessing with the growing researharea of Ontology Engineering (see for instane [39℄). We believe that nowadaysFCA and (parts of) AI are loser together as they sometimes seem to be. Thisholds espeially for the onsideration of the importane of the priniple of knowl-edge representation as a medium of human expression. Partly the remaining3 www.mathematik.tu-darmstadt.de/ags/esz/4 www.navion.de5 www.fzbw.tu-darmstadt.de



di�erene is due only to the di�erent language they (still) speak. In fat, the im-portane of this priniple has inreasingly been disussed in the AI ommunityin the past few years.Interestingly, Ontology Engineering (independently) follows a trend whihalso served as basis for FCA. The point is that, aording to J. Habermas, on-tology, stemming from the tradition of Greek metaphysis, is onstrained to aspei� relationship to the world, namely the ognitive relationship to the ex-isting world. It does not onsider the subjetive nor the soial world. A oneptorresponding to `ontology', whih inludes the relationship to the subjetiveand soial world, as well as to the existing world, was absent in philosophy.This observation was enountered in di�erent ways. Habermas developed hisTheory of Communiative Ation [26℄ in order to provide suh a onept (seeSetion 2.1). Habermas' theory had strong inuene on the way FCA was de-veloped. Computer sientists, on the other hand, extended the de�nition of theonept `ontology' | and adapted it in a straightforward manner diretly totheir own purposes (whih led to many ontroversies with philosophers). Mostpopular in omputer siene is nowadays the de�nition of T. Gruber, who on-siders ontologies as \formal, expliit spei�ation of a shared oneptualization"[25℄. A `oneptualization' refers to an abstrat model of some phenomenon inthe world by identifying the relevant onept of that phenomenon. `Expliit'means that the types of onepts used and the onstraints on their use are ex-pliitly de�ned. `Formal' refers to the fat that the ontology should be mahineunderstandable (whih exludes for instane natural language). `Shared' reetsthe notion that an ontology aptures onsensual knowledge, that is, it is notprivate to some individual, but aepted by a group.In pratie, the two approahes are not far from eah other. Both FCA andOntology Engineering emphasize the importane of an inter-subjetive agree-ment about the oneptualization, and both laim the need of a formal spe-i�ation of the model. The main di�erene is that, in terms of ISO 704 (seeSetion 2.2), FCA works mainly on the onept level, while Ontology Engineer-ing works mainly on the representation level. I. e., FCA onsiders extensionaland intensional aspets as equal, while Ontology Engineering emphasizes on theintensional part. As already argued in Setion 2.2, these views should be under-stood as omplementary rather than ompetitive. We suggest thus to integrateFormal Conept Analysis and Ontology Engineering in one uni�ed framework.Establishing this framework and working on its details are interesting topis forfuture researh.4 Coneptual Knowledge Disovery and ProessingIn this setion, we present Coneptual Knowledge Proessing (CKP) whih aroseas an extension of FCA taking into aount more expliitly Davis et al 's fourthand �fth priniples; and argue why it is a reasonable hoie for a frameworkunifying FCA and Ontology Engineering.



4.1 Coneptual Knowledge ProessingConeptual Knowledge Proessing (CKP) has as its overall aim supporting hu-man ommuniation and argumentation to establish inter-subjetively assuredknowledge. As a omputer siene theory, the task of CKP is thus to provideonept{based methods and tools for aquiring, representing, and reasoning withknowledge, and for making it available for ommuniation purposes. We analyzehow FCA (with its reent extensions) ful�lls this task and how it an be omple-mented by Ontology Engineering in the aim of supporting Coneptual Knowl-edge Proessing. We onsider the following four ategories of knowledge proess-ing: knowledge aquisition, knowledge representation, knowledge inferene, andknowledge ommuniation [38℄. We will fous on tehnial aspets; a reetionof the philosophial foundations of CKP an be found in [78℄ and [81℄.Knowledge Aquisition. Knowledge Aquisition tehniques (in the broadersense) an roughly be ategorized in two lasses: those whih aim at aquiringknowledge from humans (i. e., knowledge aquisition in the narrower sense), andthose whih aquire knowledge out of some data (e. g., douments) in whih theknowledge is enoded. As we will argue below, we do not see the two lassesfar from eah other. The latter lass is subjet of the researh domains MahineLearning and (more reently) Knowledge Disovery. This paper has a ertainfous on the seond lass, and therefore devotes the entire next subsetion to it.There we analyze the roles of Coneptual Knowledge Disovery and of OntologyLearning.As for the tehniques for knowledge aquisition from humans, the most promi-nent representative within FCA is B. Ganter'sAttribute Exploration [20℄ (see also[23℄). It addresses the problem of a ontext where the objet set is not ompletelyknown a priori, or too large to be ompletely listed. In an interative, iterativeapproah, the user has either to aept a suggested impliation between the at-tributes (i. e., she exludes potential objets) or to provide a ounter-example(i. e., she provides a (typial) objet) until the onept lattie is ompletely de-termined. Conept Exploration extends this approah to situations where boththe objet set and the attribute set of the ontext are not ompletely known apriori or too large [35, 62℄. An overview over interative knowledge aquisitiontehniques based on FCA an be found in [61℄. Also more informal knowledgeaquisition settings within FCA aim at the spei�ation of the formal ontext.In a typial data analysis senario, the �rst step is to establish a formal ontextin ooperation with the user(s). Based on the insights gained by the resultingonept lattie, the ontext an be re�ned and modi�ed in subsequent feedbakloops.Ontology Engineering in its turn even has its roots in the Knowledge A-quisition ommunity. From there, it brings along methodologies for knowledgeaquisition, as for instane Common{KADS [49℄, whih is urrently instanti-ated for ontologies in the OTK ontology development framework [55℄. Reentknowledge aquisition approahes within Ontology Engineering an be lassi�edin two groups: ontology learning and instane learning (information extration).



The �rst deals with learning the ontology itself (i. e., the intensional aspet) [39℄,and the seond with learning the assignment of instanes to the onepts andrelations (i. e., the extensional aspet) [27℄.Like FCA, Ontology Engineering emphasizes on the importane of agree-ing among the domain experts on a shared understanding of the domain. Onedi�erene is that most of the Ontology Engineering approahes base the intera-tive knowledge aquisition proess on heuristis whih allow for more exibilitythan FCA approahes. In general one an onlude that Ontology Engineeringprovides more omprehensive support for the more informal aspets of knowl-edge aquisition and omplements thus well with the more struture-orientedtehniques of FCA whih ome along with stronger semantis.Knowledge Representation. Knowledge representation with FCA has al-ready been the overall theme of Setion 2. Here we fous on its relationship toOntology Engineering.The hoie of the formalism for representing an ontology diretly inuenesthe methods and tools to be applied; there is no language{neutral OntologyEngineering. Ontologies are desribed in di�erent formalisms (e. g., desriptionlogis, oneptual graphs, frame logi), depending on the task to be solved (andon the history of the researher working on it). As argued in Setion 2.2, theseformalisms omplement well with FCA, and �rst steps have been made to setup links between the underlying theories. These links have to be strengthenedand are to be exploited for establishing a omprehensive Coneptual KnowledgeProessing environment. From the FCA perspetive, this means to extend thesope from strongly strutured to semi{strutured and even unstrutured data,allowing to takle more omplex tasks as, for instane, in the Semanti Web.Knowledge Inferene. The seond important thread in CKP is today, besideConeptual Knowledge Disovery, the development of Contextual Logi [79, 82℄.Contextual Logi aims at restruturing mathematial logi, following Hentig'srestruturing program, in order to overome de�ienies of prediate logi forknowledge representation [46℄. It is based on the elementary dotrines of on-epts, judgments, and onlusions as disussed in lassial philosophial logi. Inthis framework, FCA is onsidered as a theory for onepts, while ConeptualGraphs are building bloks for a theory for judgments and onlusions. Due tospae restritions, Contextual Logi will not be presented in detail in this paper.The interested reader is referred to [79, 80, 45, 46, 82℄.Davis et al suggest to analyze two sets of inferenes for a given knowledgerepresentation: the set of inferenes the representation santions, and the setof inferenes it reommends. As known from other mathematis{based logis,Contextual Logi urrently provides a sound and omplete set of inferenes, i. e.,a set of inferenes the representation santions. The hoie of the inferenes tobe applied is left to the user; Contextual Logi aims to support the user in thistask by providing graphial user interfaes [18℄.



Ontology Engineering tools in general make use of santioned inferenes,too, for instane for heking the onsisteny of the ontology, and for derivingknowledge whih is not expliitly enoded. As there is no language{neutral rep-resentation of an ontology, eah Ontology Engineering tool has to provide animplementation of an inferene mehanism appliable to the language it uses.Additionally to the set of santioned inferenes, Ontology Engineering tools oftenmake extensive use of heuristis, whih an be seen as implementations of sets ofreommended inferenes. A tighter interweaving of heuristis{based approaheswith FCA and Contextual Logi is an interesting topi for future researh.Knowledge Communiation. For Formal Conept Analysis, the importaneof knowledge ommuniation has already been disussed in Setion 2.1. Thisaspet has been the driving fore for the development of several tools, e. g.,ConImp [11℄, GALOIS [12℄, the management system TOSCANA for ConeptualInformation Systems [72℄ with various extentions (e. g., [70, 65, 18, 30, 71℄) andthe analysis tool Cernato6.Ontologies also have as primary fous the support of human (and human{omputer) ommuniation. They are applied for instane for ommunity building[53℄, for knowledge management [1, 55℄, and in the Semanti Web [6℄. The Seman-ti Web aims at providing automated Web servies based on formal knowledgerepresentations. In this senario, ontologies are used for instane in semantis{based portals [56, 54, 34℄ and for the ommuniation of (software) agents [28℄.Systems like the RFCA system for browsing rental advertisements on theWWW [13℄ or the Coneptual Email Manager [14℄ are �rst prototypes integratingboth FCA and ontologies. The next step will be to establish interfaes betweenthe two researh and software projets `Tokit | Framework for ConeptualKnowledge Proessing'7 and `KAON | Karlsruhe Ontology and Semanti WebTool Suite'8 in order to obtain a large, stable platform for future developments.4.2 Coneptual Knowledge DisoveryThe aim of Knowledge Disovery in Databases (KDD) is to support human an-alysts in the overall proess of disovering valid, impliit, potentially useful andultimately understandable information in databases. The volume \Advanes inKnowledge Disovery and Data Mining" [19℄ emphasizes that this iterative andinterative proess between a human and a database may strongly involve bak-ground knowledge of the analyzing domain expert.9 In partiular, R. S. Brah-man and T. Anand [8℄ argue in favor of a more human-entered approah to6 http://www.navion.de/deutsh/sit f.htm7 http://tokit.soureforge.net/8 http://kaon.semantiweb.org/9 Following [19℄, we understand KDD as the overall disovering proess; while datamining is onsidered as one step of KDD, namely the appliation of algorithms forextrating patterns from the data.



knowledge disovery (\data arheology", [9℄) referring to the onstitutive har-ater of human interpretation for the disovery of knowledge and stressing theomplex, interative proess of KDD as being led by human thought. Follow-ing Brahman and Anand, Coneptual Knowledge Disovery (CKDD) pursues ahuman-entered approah to KDD based on a omprehensive notion of knowl-edge as a part of human thought and argumentation [69, 31℄. This view leadsto a modi�ed de�nition of what knowledge disovery is: we understand (onep-tual) knowledge disovery as \information disovery ombined with knowledgereation where the ombination is given by turning disovered information intoreated knowledge" [83℄. A more detailed disussion of this understanding alonga list of requirements for knowledge disovery environments provided in [8℄ anbe found in [69℄. CKDD appliations are presented in [63, 64, 31, 67, 68, 17℄.The human{entered approah of CKDD indiates the need to distributethe work between data mining algorithms on the one hand and the user onthe other hand. Ontology Learning, the knowledge disovery part of OntologyEngineering, also follows this paradigm: A. M�adhe onsiders the proess ofOntology Learning as a semi-automati proess with human intervention, sineompletely automati knowledge aquisition is an unrealisti vision (today) [39,p. 52℄. The approah allows the integration of a multitude of disiplines (e. g.,mahine learning, natural language proessing, human{omputer interation)in order to failitate the semi{automati onstrution of ontologies. Instanelearning, as disussed in the previous subsetion, is today more based on user-entered, interative tehniques (that is why we disussed it under the heading`knowledge aquisition' above, and not here). However, we expet that instanelearning will make a more extensive use of data mining tehniques in the nearfuture.As disussed above, we want to integrate Ontology Engineering into Conep-tual Knowledge Proessing. For Coneptual Knowledge Disovery, this meansthat Ontology Learning, Instane Learning, and FCA{based knowledge disov-ery should be brought together. Our vision for future researh is to interweavethese approahes, and to apply them for onept-based knowledge disovery.This is espeially promising in the upoming Semanti Web, where �rst stepstowards Semanti Web Mining have been done [66℄.5 OutlookIn this paper, we have disussed the turn of FCA towards omputer siene. Wehave analyzed why FCA is onsidered as a knowledge representation methodwithin omputer siene, and how and why mathematis{based FCA researhersbeame attrated by omputer siene. We presented Coneptual KnowledgeProessing and Coneptual Knowledge Disovery as steps in that development,and argued for a future integration with Ontology Engineering. We strongly be-lieve that there remains a huge sienti� potential in the exploitation of bringingtogether mathematial{strutural results (espeially from FCA) and proeduralaspets, whih will further enhane the state of the art in omputer siene.
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